INTRODUCTION
============

The Gene Ontology (GO) ([@b1]) is a direct acyclic graph (DAG) with numerous levels and ∼20 000 terms. To test biological hypotheses, such as significant functional enrichment (more than by chance) in a set of genes, methods typically assume comparable specificity or rely on the DAG level(s) of the hierarchy ([@b2]--[@b4]). For example, in some biological experiments, high specificity (e.g. 'terpene metabolism') is needed while in others, more general terms will suffice (e.g. 'metabolism'). DAG structural levels turn out not to be good indicators of specificity. Using the DAG structural levels to identify specificity can cause misleading results or miss biological discoveries altogether (see 'Application' section). Here, the GO Partition Database is presented in order to provide sets of GO terms for hypothesis testing that balances the information content.

GO Partition Database provides three main advantages: the first is that the deliberate selection of a GO term partition containing a relatively small number of GO terms (e.g. 10 or fewer) allows the graph representation to be visually tractable by depicting a manageable set of GO terms. Second, none of the GO terms used in the graph are related by direct ancestor or descendant relationships; thus, if multiple GO terms are over or underrepresented, then each GO term is significant independently and is not due to dependency on other GO term(s) being over or underrepresented. Finally, and most importantly, all the GO terms chosen for a GO term partition are of comparable information content. By ensuring that all GO terms are similar in specificity, GO term partitions allow the GO terms to be compared on equal footing.

The database saves investigators from doing probabilistic analysis as well as presents an advanced query interface that empowers researchers to search for GO partition sets based on specific constraints.

METHODS
=======

Information (in terms of bits) can serve as a proxy for specificity as shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. General GO terms (low specificity) have few bits of information whereas specific terms have more information (higher number of bits). Intuitively, for example, the GO term 'metabolism', which annotates ∼40% of human genes, offers little biological insight into the function of a gene; however, the GO term 'carbohydrate metabolism', which annotates ∼2% of the human genome, is more specific and informative. Information theory ensures that maximum information can be gained from an analysis of a set of nodes (i.e. GO terms) if the probabilities (of genes corresponding to the analyzed terms) are equivalent. In our method, we use an information-based framework to distribute an ontology, such as GO, into sets of nodes identified by uniform information content (in bits), which represents 'surprisal' or self-information ([@b5],[@b6]). Specifically, the probability of observing a gene can be stated in quantitative terms between *p*(*V~n~*) and *k*(*V~n~*) and *k*(*V~m~*) as $$p\left( V_{n} \right) = \frac{\mid {k\left( V_{n} \right)} \mid}{\mid {\underset{m = 1}{\overset{j}{\cup}}{k\left( V_{m} \right)}} \mid}$$ where *V~n~* represents a node, *k*(*V~n~*) represents the gene set annotated by node *V~n~*, and *j* is the total number of nodes in the ontology. *p*(*V~n~*) is the probability of observing a randomly selected gene from the entire genome under study to be annotated by *V~n~*. The information content *I*(*V~n~*), or Shannon information ([@b7]), of a node *V~n~* is denoted as −log~2~ *p*(*V~n~*) (in bits) as shown below: $$I\left( V_{n} \right) = - \text{log}_{2}p\left( V_{n} \right).$$ This definition of information content implies that an increase in one bit of information relates directly to a 2-fold increase in specificity. Thus, a GO term with 0 bits of information would be expected to annotate all genes; a GO term with 1 bit of information would be expected to annotate 50% of genes; and so forth. A set of nodes with consistent information content represents a partition. A set of GO nodes can be used to partition a set of proteins by function or by enrichment level. The algorithm for selecting *j* partition nodes is illustrated in Supplementary Figure S1. The result is that information is more evenly distributed across a set of GO terms than by using the GO\'s graphical structure as a proxy for node specificity. We have found that our approach brings the GO partition terms significantly closer to the optimal information content level compared to GO levels (see Figure S1).

![The specificity of GO terms can be captured in terms of bits of information. Heterocycle metabolism image courtesy of: Dr. Brent P. Krueger (14).](gkl799f1){#fig1}

IMPLEMENTATION
==============

The GO Partition Database includes partition information for researchers analyzing data using the entire GO as well as separately for its three main branches. All data for the application is stored in a MySQL database (version 4.1) on a web server with a PHP (version 5.1) interface. Each database schema is created and designed to provide optimum query access. Each GO ID is linked to AmiGO ([@b8]) database to provide user annotation and graphical view information of the GO term. Data for the database is generated via MATLAB analysis of 11 genome GO annotations.

The GO Partition Database can be searched using an internet browser (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The search options enable users to input simple as well as complex queries for data access. To facilitate investigations while providing complex search functionality, the database allows users to specify search criteria and ranges from dropdown lists of fields. The advanced search panel allows the user to define specific database queries constructed using Boolean operators connecting multiple fields to fit specific requirements. Each search returns a result list of the matching entries with the partition number, GO ID (linked to AmiGO database), GO term, number of genes, GO term information (in bits), average information content for the associated GO partition and standard deviation information for corresponding GO partition. The user can also print or export query results in multiple formats including Excel, Word and XML. A tutorial (online, supplementary information) has been developed to describe the various features of the database with examples.

![The GO Partition Database has an array of features from customized queries to several export options.](gkl799f2){#fig2}

APPLICATION
===========

This section presents GO Partition Database applications in gene enrichment. For the functional analysis of human genes, we chose to use a 6-node GO term partition selected within the 'biological process' branch of GO. For optimal analysis, GO term partitions are designed to be organism-specific (see 'Discussion' section). The six GO terms, and their relative placement in the GO graph, are depicted in [Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The 6-node GO term partition was applied to two human gene sets from the GSEA database ([@b9]). [Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} contains the proteins from GSEA set 'MAP00190 oxidative phosphorylation' consisting of GenMAPP proteins involved in oxidative phosphorylation. The other GSEA set analyzed using GO partitions is the 'HOX_LIST_JP' set, which contains HOX proteins involved in hematopoiesis, and is illustrated in the online tutorial.

###### 

(**a**) GO term partition with six GO terms selected including: regulation of metabolism (19222), response to stimulus (50896), transcription (6350), transport (6810), biopolymer metabolism (43283) and organismal physiological process (50874). (**b**) Visual gene enrichment for transport is evident in these GenMAPP proteins involved in oxidative phosphorylation. Green circles represent proteins (displaying UniProtKB accessions) and rectangles contain the GO terms of the 6-node partition. An arrow going from a protein to a GO term indicates that the protein is annotated by that GO term. (**c**) Visual enrichment is shown based on GO graphical structure---leading to potentially misleading interpretations.
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From [Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the enrichment of 'transport' is immediately clear in a visually striking manner. At the same time, other GO terms, such as 'regulation of metabolism', are not represented at all, even though they contain a similar level of information at a genome-wide scope. The enrichment of 'transport' is verified statistically using Fischer\'s exact test to have a highly significant *P*-value of 8.55 × 10^−33^.

In contrast, using the traditional approach via graphical structure would lead to analysis of functional enrichment with nodes from GO level 2 (as shown in [Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), the closest level with regard to the number of terms. The result using GO level nodes from GO level 2 is shown in [Figure 3c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and can be compared with the result in [Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} using the GO partition method. Several problems with relying on GO level nodes for functional analysis are apparent: the first is the appearance of extremely general nodes such as 'cellular process' and 'physiological process'. These terms are so general that they do not provide much information about the biological processes involved (compared with the much more specific 'transport' term found with the 6-node GO partition), and because so many genes share these nodes, the apparent visual enrichment of 'cellular process' and 'physiological process' is misleading, as it is not statistically significant. Another problem is that these very general nodes are used in the same analysis as inappropriately specific nodes such as 'viral life cycle' and 'pigmentation'. Therefore, the researcher can fall into three traps when relying on GO level nodes: some nodes in the analysis may be so general that meaningful, statistically significant enrichment is missed, because too many genes in the background genome are also annotated by those nodes. Second, some nodes may be so specific that no enrichment is found for them, either. Third, the use of nodes that vary widely in information content, as shown in GO level 2, is inconsistent. The researcher, using GO level nodes, might decide to then test additional terms from the next level in the GO hierarchy to get more specific enrichment. However, then the *P*-value would increase due to multiple test correction since more than six tests (the number used in GO Partition Database approach) have to be performed. Thus, significant discoveries made by the GO Partition Database approach can be missed by the traditional methods due to inefficient use of existing information.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
=========================

As illustrated above, the GO Partition Database features sets of GO nodes that offer information consistency for use in functional analysis or visual enrichment, and is a marked improvement over the pitfalls of relying on nodes from a given GO level. Additionally, the GO Partition Database has many other important applications that take advantage of its ability to quantify and compare the specificity of ontology terms. For example, the relatedness of two proteins can be assessed by summing the bitwise information content of GO terms shared by them. This 'information score' can then be compared with that of randomly chosen pairs of proteins to generate a *P*-value. A less mathematical and more visual way to compare pairs of proteins is to assign a color to each term of a GO term partition, and then color proteins based on which terms in a partition annotate it. If the protein is in a node within a protein interaction network, for instance, this approach can be used to show that interacting proteins are more likely to be 'colored' similarly. The protein interaction network involved in the bone morphogenetic pathway (GSEA) on the GO Partition Database home page is colored in this way.

Additionally, the information content of nodes can be used to guide the development of new ontologies. The motivation for GO partitions was due to a lack of correspondence between ontology level and node specificity. As [Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows, GO terms of similar information content can come from very different levels of GO. However, calculating the information content of ontology terms can help to organize them so that there is greater consistency in information content across each ontology level. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the uniformity of information content for GO Partition Database relative to a GO level that has the same number of terms.

![Histogram of GO level 3 versus GO partitions level 3 term information. This shows a tighter distribution for the GO partition-based information compared to that of graphical structure-derived GO level node information.](gkl799f4){#fig4}

GO term specificity is also organism specific. Therefore, the composition of GO partitions depends on the context of analysis, i.e. the organism studied. For example, the GO term 'chlorophyll biosynthesis' might not be very informative for plants (for which it is common), but may be highly informative for other organisms. As such, the GO Partition Database includes GO partitions based on GO term specificities within the context of the human genome and of 10 other model or commonly studied organisms, including *Cacnorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, Saccharomyces cerevisiae* and *Mus musculus*. Thus, a researcher can access GO partitions suited to a particular organism by simply specifying the organism in the online database.

Information content of GO nodes can also be used to compare and combine related existing ontologies. For instance, GO ([@b10]), MIPS ([@b11]), YPD ([@b12]) and EcoCyc ([@b13]) are all biological classification hierarchies, and thus contain overlapping information. The information theoretic approaches used for the GO Partition Database can be used to compare the specificities of terms across ontologies and discover where the ontologies differ or overlap. In addition, such information could be used to create a meta-ontology that combines all terms from related ontologies and to foster ontological portability.

The GO Partition Database empowers researchers with novel ways to do analyses using GO as well as improves existing ones. As our examples have shown, using the information theoretic GO Partition Database, previously obscured information can be utilized to expose significant patterns using fewer statistical tests. Optimization based on GO term information also reduces the need for multiple test corrections. Investigators can thus make significant biological discoveries with less data/tests. The advanced search capabilities of the GO Partition Database allow investigators to do complex Boolean queries in the database without having to learn a query or scripting language. Exporting options allow researchers to easily export to standard formats like XML and to use data in many common applications such as Word and Excel. The GO Partition Database is an important aid to any researcher seeking to determine statistically significant patterns in large-scale genome (or cross-genome) research.
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Supplementary Data are available at NAR online.
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